Two distinct FUS breakpoint clusters in myxoid liposarcoma and acute myeloid leukemia with the translocations t(12;16) and t(16;21).
The FUS gene, which maps to 16p11, is fused to the CHOP gene in the t(12;16) (q13;p11) that characterizes myxoid liposarcomas (MLS) and to the ERG gene in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) with t(16;21) (p11;q22). In the present study we have mapped the breakpoints within FUS in 13 MLS with t(12;16) and in one AML with t(16;21). This region of FUS is about 3.9 kb and contains four exons. The breakpoints clustered to two zones (1 and 2). A strong association was found between the two known types of FUS/CHOP transcripts and the genomic localization of the breakpoints. In all cases expressing only type I or both type I and II FUS/CHOP transcript the genomic breakpoints mapped to zone 1. In all cases expressing only the type II transcript the breakpoints occurred in zone 2. The breakpoint in the AML case was in zone 1, suggesting that in-frame fusion transcripts are selected by similar mechanisms in both MLS and AML.